Overlooked and undervalued?
Ever more challenging ground conditions and tighter
environmental regulations are increasing the demands on
slurry treatment plants. So why are they still a last-minute
thought for some projects?

This M-S slurry treatment plant for the
Thames Tideway project in the UK was
about to be commissioned as this photo
was taken.
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Slurry treatment plants are often the Cinderella
of tunnelling projects: nobody is very interested in
them until something goes wrong.
“A lot of contractors underestimate the role of
the separation plant,” says Timo Seidenfuss, sales
director at Bauer MAT. “They decide to go with
a smaller capacity than they should do, to ‘save
money’, but the unit then limits the advance rate
of the TBM, and the plant becomes a bottleneck.
That’s something we often see.”
However, increasingly stringent environmental
regulations mean that the output from slurry
treatment plants is more important than ever.
Water content and chemical composition are
under scrutiny.
“Environmental restrictions are rising and rising,”
says Gino Vogt, division manager for separation
technology at Herrenknecht. “And that can have
a direct economic impact. For example, if there
are residual polymers in the soil, that are locally
restricted, or it has a high pH, the cost of disposal
can rise by 200 or even 300 percent. That can be
millions of dollars of additional cost.” Australia,
North America and Europe have tighter regulations,
says Vogt, but this is a global trend.
Water, power and consumables are also coming
under the spotlight, with manufacturers developing
new technologies to reduce the use of resources.
M-S, for instance, has deployed its 30-plus years
of experience around the globe and an intense
three-year R&D programme to develop its ‘Build
Better’ concept which limits water and bentonite
use, controls the output and is safer, greener and
more economic in operation, according to Phillippe
Klein, the company’s commercial director. “This
new concept will soon be implemented for projects
in the UK (HS2), Hong Kong or the United States,”
says Klein.
Better conservation of resources requires more
controls, which does add to the capital cost of
a slurry treatment plant. But, as more countries
move towards the circular economy model,
environmental costs will be given a far higher rating,
predicts Darren Eastwood, business development
director at CDE Global.
“It will come to a point where the market shifts so
far to sustainability issues’ with ‘targets or objectives
that they put a cost against non-sustainable
processes,” he says. “In certain parts of the world,
it will affect the bottom line through carbon taxes
and other mechanisms.”

From mega to micro
As the technology for Earth Pressure Balance (EPB)
TBMs has developed to provide more reliable
ground support in a wider range of soils, more
expensive large-diameter slurry machines are used
less often. However, there are some situations
in which only a slurry machine will do, and there
is now the option of convertible machines such
as Herrenknecht’s Variable Density TBM which
can operate in different modes, EPB, slurry or
combinations of both.
There are a number of headline projects around
the world. In Singapore, Herrenknecht is supplying
18 Mixshield TBMs (as well as one EPB) to the Deep

Tunnel Sewerage System Phase II (DTSS 2) (see box,
29) and numerous 15m-plus-diameter machines
to projects in Wuhan, Shanghai, Shenzen, Nanjing
and Jianningxi. CRHI’s large slurry TBMs include
a 15.01m-diameter machine for the Hangzhou
Genshan East Road Crossing River Tunnel and a a
12.19m-diameter TBM for the Mumbai Coastal Road
Project in India.
In Hong Kong, two 13.95m-diameter
Herrenknecht Mixshields will be digging the Kai
Tak Development Trunk Road T2. Meanwhile
Herrenknecht’s Variable Density machines of around
10m diameter will be deployed on two projects
in Europe: the Chiltern Tunnels on the UK’s HS2
project, and the Lyon Metro Line B Oullins Centre Hôpitaux Sud.
At the smaller end of the scale, demand for
slurry treatment plants is constant and rising.
“Microtunnelling accounts for a larger proportion
of the market,” says Seidenfuss. “And there are still
microtunnelling drives in some parts of the world

that do not use separation plants. They run the slurry
until it reaches a certain density, then they simply
dump it in the desert or use suction trucks and take
it somewhere to dispose of.”
With contractors buying slurry treatment plants to
service multiple projects, it is perhaps not surprising
that modularisation is a common theme among
suppliers. “What we have learned is that separation
systems, unlike TBMs, are not tailored to a certain
project, they are designed for many future projects,”
says Seidenfuss. “To cope with all these different
sizes and geological conditions, we think a modular
system is better.”
Herrenknecht decided around 15 years ago to take
the modularisation concept a step further and make
all the elements of a plant containerised. “We started
with the slurry plant, then came the centrifuge, then
the filter presses,” says Vogt. “The whole process
took over 10 years. The latest step was receiving
CSC (Container Safety Convention) approval for the
containers.”
Containerisation comes with benefits for both
customer and manufacturer, says Vogt. There
is flexibility to add additional components to a
treatment plant if they are needed, the containers

Herrenknecht has
containerised all
the elements of its
slurry treatment
plants. As well as
reducing transport
costs, this cuts the
footprint in half for
this HKS500 plant
operating on right
sites such as this
one in Barcelona.
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can come with noise attenuation built in, they
are cheaper to transport, and they are easier to
refurbish. They are compact too: for a HKS3000
which processes 3,000 cu m per hour, the
footprint is cut in half.
“The challenge with containerisation is to
integrate everything into a smaller footprint but to
make it even more efficient and powerful than it
was before,” says Seidenfuss. “To achieve this, you
need to have a very efficient screening machine,
for example with a high acceleration force, to work
in a limited area. You need a very efficient, accurate
hydrocyclone with respect to the cut point.”
Modularity is also useful for large-diameter slurry
machines, says Herrenknecht’s Vogt: “Slurry TBMs
are used on a wide range of soils, not only the
traditional incohesive soils such as sand or gravel,
but increasingly for silt and even clay formations.
Additionally, along one tunnel alignment, the
ground can change several times. Convertible
TBMs, such as Variable Density TBMs, are the
technical solution for this; the design of slurry
treatment plants has to be adaptable too.”

Environmental constraints
The increasing emphasis on environmental issues
for construction projects has been growing
significantly over the last decade – more recently,
in developing countries as well as developed ones.
“Nowadays, construction companies often have
to meet a wide range of regulations ranging from
noise protection, for nearby residents as well
as ergonomics for operational staff, up to strict
specifications for soil disposal, regarding dryness
and its contents,” says Vogt. “Not only in Australia,
Singapore, Europe or the US; in the last one or two
years, countries like China, India and countries in
East Asia and South America have been introducing
more and more requirements.”
Vogt cites the example of polymers used for the
treatment of ultra-fine particles. “Some of them
might not be allowed or must be declared as
special waste. In the conception phase, contractors
are taking these aspects into account.”
One project Herrenknecht worked on faced
penalties due to the high pH values of the soil – 9
or 10 – caused by the addition of lime in the filter
press for dewatering. By using polymers in place of
the lime, the pH was reduced to neutral, reducing
the cost of disposal. In the future, additives that
are degradable and environmentally friendly will
become the norm, says Vogt.
Power consumption is already a consideration,
particularly in countries where carbon budgets
are emerging alongside capital ones. The same
will be true for water, predicts Oliver Boiger, head
of field service and an executive board member
at Herrenknecht. “Water will become one of the
most challenging resources in the next 10-to-20
years,” he says. “Wasting water will not be common
anymore. This will be one of the drivers for
change, trying to do everything in a closed circuit
without having any negative impact on quality.”
Herrenknecht is currently developing a specialist
water treatment plant to increase the amount of
reusable water on a project site.

M-S’s ‘Build Better’ concept addresses water
alongside other environmental issues. The newconcept plants will deliver zero waste water
discharge, no pH increase, no dissolved solids in the
recycled water and will be more cost efficient, says
Klein: “There will be a reduction in the spoil quantity
and optimization of the pressing section, the water
consumption and the bentonite consumption.” The
use of fresh water will be minimised by treating and
using seepage water and stormwater and treating
them with dedicated equipment.
One of the biggest nuts that the tunnelling
industry generally must crack is how to deal
sustainably with the spoil that tunnelling produces.
Environmental costs, including lorry movements and
contamination risks, are moving up the agenda and
can threaten the viability of tunnelling projects.
The ultimate goal, says Eastwood, is to re-use
the materials that have been mined locally. “For us,
sustainability means taking materials like tunnelling
materials and processing them to the point where
they can be reused within the construction market,”
he says. “For the next few years, the topic of how to
recycle any urban material for a beneficial reuse will
be front of centre for CDE.”
CDE provides equipment for recycling operations,
as well as tunnelling ones, where the need to
separate out contaminants is vital. “Any urban
recycled material can come with a wide range
of contaminants which need to be removed
before the usual material goes back into landfill,”
says Eastwood, citing the example of PFAS
(per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances), potentially
carcionagenic chemicals that have been used in a
wide range of products and have found their way

One of the biggest
technological leaps
forward in the last
decade is in the
visualisation of
data. Here we see
information from a
Herrenknecht plant
on a tablet.
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Slurry Treatment Plants: the basics
For those who are new to the topic…
What does a slurry treatment plant do? It removes
particles of soil from the bentonite slurry and then
rejuvenates the slurry before it is pumped back to the
cutting face of the TBM. It is important that the slurry
remains in specification to maintain efficient excavation.

Filter press or centrifuge? Depends on several factors. Very
roughly speaking, filter presses cost more due to a lower
capacity, take up more space but give a drier output. Some
regions prefer one or the other due to historic practices. In
rare cases, both are combined.

Why is the plant important? It has a direct influence on
the reliability and performance of a slurry tunnelling job.
Get the configuration of the slurry treatment plant wrong,
and the TBM may be standing.
What sort of TBMs is it needed for? Slurry TBMs or
convertible TBMs which include a slurry mode.
What elements make up a slurry treatment plant? First
there are either trommels (revolving screens suited to
sticky material) or standard screens which take out larger
particles like gravel and sand. Next come hydrocyclones,
usually two, taking out finer particles such as fine sand
and silt. Finally, for extra fines such as fine silty and clay
particles, centrifuges or filter presses can be used. There
are also storage tanks and pumping units to maintain the
slurry quality by dosing it with water (fresh or recycled) and
fresh bentonite.

Bauer MAT slurry treatment

into the ground. “We need the ability to liberate
contaminants using water, safely extract them, so
that the soil is restored back to a clean state.”
M-S also predicts that excavated spoils will
become a resource rather than a waste. “Our slurry
treatment plants are already prepared for this,
by separating the spoil into three fractions: plus
6mm, sand and extra-fines,” says Klein “Additional
equipment could be proposed, either on-line or
alongside the slurry treatment plant, to improve the
sand quality.”
Klein points out that, when it comes to minimising
the volume of spoil, slurry TBMs offer benefits over
EPB ones. “It is important to highlight that a solution
with a slurry or variable density TBM, associated with
a MS Slurry treatment plant, will produce 20 to 25%
less spoils compared to a solution with EPB TBM.
However, this solution requires more space within
the jobsite area. It is up to us to be inventive and to
propose customised layouts.”

Technical advances
While the basic components of slurry treatment
plants have not changed over the past decade, there
have been improvements and additions aimed to
better process a wider range of soil types, together
with advances in control technology and the
management and visualisation of data.
Herrenknecht now supplies units to help cope with
sticky clay. For small-diameter tunnels and slurry
circuits up to 500 cu m per hour, they can include
a Belt Scalper which removes the clay formations
before clogging up the vibrating screens. For large
plants Herrenknecht’s Drum Screen aims to perform
the same function in ground containing clay.
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Plant systems are also being adapted to remove
finer material earlier in the separation process.
“People are using smaller cyclones for a better,
lower cut point, to relieve the downstream
centrifuges or filter presses,” says Seidenfuss. “The
idea is to separate as much as possible with the
standard mechanical separation devices.”
Herrenknecht can add an extra step to reduce the
demand on centrifuges and filter presses. For large
capacity plants, its Density Regulation System (DRS)
provides another separation stage to increase the
efficiency when there are large volumes of fines. For
small-diameter tunnels there is the extra HKS Fine
Stage.
“The HKS Fine Stage and Density Regulation
System were developed for projects where the
fine content was so high that standard equipment,
like screening and cyclones, were not sufficient to
keep up with the performance of the TBM,” says
Vogt. “Without them, the slurry has to be changed
more frequently to maintain its target rheological
parameters. That means more waste and can
mean that the slurry treatment plant becomes the
bottleneck.” These systems increase efficiency of the
plant, raise the capacity of centrifuge and filter press
and therefore reduce the overall costs, he adds.
The management of the slurry itself has improved
over recent years, with all the manufacturers
deploying more sensors with greater accuracy.
“From our point of view, the “star” of a tunnelling site
is neither the TBM, nor the slurry treatment plant but
the slurry,” says Klein. “Slurry quality is the key tool
to secure the excavation which is why we insist on
our automatic slurry management system when we
propose a plant.”
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Because of the
increasing amount
of fine particles that
slurry treatment
plants must
process, additional
stages, such as
the HK Fine Stage
for small capacity
plants, can reduce
the load on the
centrifuge or filter
presses.

Data transfer between the TBM and slurry
treatment plant, and the ability to control and
connect remotely are also improving quality and
efficiency. This trend will continue, says Boiger:
“Already today, the monitoring and reporting
system with a Herrenknecht STP not only provides
information for the STP operator, it combines data
from the slurry treatment plant and the tunnel boring
machine. With this information the STP operator can
react proactively in terms of important changes in
the TBM drive and TBM crews can react promptly to
bentonite or separation matters.”
The way that data is communicated has advanced
hugely in recent years, points out Eastwood.
“Ten years ago, nobody was talking about data
visualisation. Now we expect it for everything,” he
says. “It’s gone from non-existent to quirky to being
everywhere in the last two or three years.”
CDE has developed its own portal, Smart Tech,
which can be accessed via a smart phone. The
visualisation of elements including efficiency,
utilisation, system health and the plant’s output has
wide-ranging applications, including verification of
the ground conditions, says Eastwood. “It shines a
light on what has been processed,” he says. “The
geological report may have suggested certain
conditions, but this proves what has been through
the plant.”
The future will see an increase in automation and
AI, predicts Eastwood. “AI learning will help us make
future decisions based on what we have learned in
the past,” he says. “From all this data, we will gather
trends which will tell us what is about to happen,
based on what has proceeded it. The plant can then
alert the operator or – even better – make a decision
itself.”
CDE has already built some decision-making ability
into its plant with its OptiMax system, says Eastwood.
“OptiMax measures what’s coming into the system,
and what’s going out. It can increase or decrease
tonnage based on its throughput and output.” CDE
has been developing OptiMax for around three years,
supplying it as a branded product for the last 12
months or do.

Room for improvement
Although slurry treatment plants are expected to
handle a wider and wider variety of soil types –often
within the same tunnel drive – information on
exactly what ground conditions will be encountered
is sometimes insufficient.
“The main problem we are all facing is the
unknown soil conditions,” says Seidenfuss. “We try
to gather as much information as possible at the
very beginning, but we hardly ever get a grain size
analysis or particle distribution curve. A lot of clients
are not aware of it, so they are not asking for it in
the specifications. If you don’t have that, you have to
make assumptions.”
Large-diameter projects are more likely to
come with better geological information, but that
information is needed for small-diameter tunnels
too. “This information is not only necessary for
making the appropriate choice of the type of the
tunnel boring machine, but also for the components
and capacity of the slurry treatment plant,” says Vogt.
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“Sometimes – especially for some small projects we see a potential for improvement in the quality of
the geological reports.”
With more accurate geological information
comes more accurate calculations for capacity and
consumption. “Mass balance calculation gives you an
idea of the efficiency of the slurry treatment plant,”
says Vogt. “You use the results from the geological
reports to calculate the efficiency of the various
stages and to decide which elements are necessary.”
No geological report can be 100% accurate of
course, says Vogt, which is where the ability to be
flexible comes in. For instance, one project in Hong
Kong started with 10 filter presses but realised after
six months that more were needed. So, they added
six more presses.
Understanding about the importance of the
appropriate geological information is still patchy,
says Seidenfuss. When a plant is struggling to cope
because the ground conditions aren’t as specified,
the contractor will often think there is a technical
issue with the equipment. “Typically, they say that the
separation plant is not working properly, especially if
the customer’s personnel do not have the necessary
skills and experience,” he says. “They ask for expert
technicians to come over and sort out the problem.”
Both Seidenfuss and Eastwood identify the lack
of appropriately skilled people as a constraint. “This
is one of the big business challenges, for CDE and
for the industry,” says Eastwood. “That’s largely the
one thing holding us back. We are trying to attract
people into a niche industry and it’s not easy.” This
is a problem that could intensify for CDE over the
next 5-to-10 years as it works to set up hubs in eight
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strategic regions around the world.
Many contractors don’t understand how important
the role of slurry treatment plant operator is, explains
Seidenfuss: “If the operator of separation equipment
learns fast and is quite able, the contractor will
pull them off to do something they see as more
important, such as operating a TBM,” he says. “The
awareness is not there. The role of the separation
engineer is not seen as important.”
In response, manufacturers must make their
systems easier to operate, which again points to
more control and automation. Unfortunately, this
does add to the cost, which means that competing
on price with competitors – particularly from the Far
East – becomes more difficult.

Happy ending?
For the slurry treatment plant manufacturers,

winning work is a balancing act, where technical
performance and cost, automation and simplicity are
fighting for consideration.
“On one hand, you want to provide the best
technical solution based on the given requirements
but, on the other hand, you want to secure the
deal,” says Seidenfuss. “It’s getting more and more
difficult.”
But there is hope. The greater availability of
data and the ability to analyse that data should
demonstrate how higher capital investment into
slurry treatment plants can deliver lower lifetime
costs – in both financial and environmental terms.
In the fairy tale, Cinderella was overlooked and
undervalued right until the end of the story, when
the prince realised that she was the belle of the ball
and made her his queen. Perhaps there will be the
same happy ending for slurry treatment plants.

View from the contractor
Singapore’s Deep Tunnel Sewerage
System (DTSS) Phase 2 has no less
than 18 slurry TBMs in operation. We
asked Martin Geiger, expert shield
tunnelling with the tunnelling division
of Ed Züblin, which is working on
contract T-07 of the programme for
PUB, Singapore’s national water agency for his insight
into slurry treatment plants and how to get the best out
of them.
What are the challenges in specifying a slurry treatment
plant?
First of all, we face general challenges such as space
restrictions at the jobsite, environmental aspects like
noise protection and process water discharge, and how
to determine a slurry treatment plant which will not be
the limiting factor in the tunnelling process chain. If the
ground is very variable, you need a flexible plant which
allows for simple adaptions like different sizes of the mesh
of a screen or more complex adaptions like using for
example a third cyclone stage.
How have the plants for your contract on DTSS Phase 2
performed?
Our contract T-07 on the Deep Tunnel Sewerage System
DTSS Phase 2 comprises four TBM drives. The TBMs and
the associated slurry treatment plants are all at different
stages. TBM1 has not yet finished its initial drive, TBM2
has just been launched and TBM4 will be launched in the
near future. TBM3 has already bored more than 50% of its
tunnel section, so we can only talk about the performance
of STP3. At the beginning of the tunnel drive, we had
to make some adjustments to the STP by changing the
pulley of a pump and by replacing some shaker motors.
The performance of the STP depends on several factors
such as encountered geological conditions. For smooth
operation, a separation plant requires continuous adaption

to changing conditions. We are working on this day after
day also at STP3.
Why have the same supplier for TBMs and slurry treatment
plants?
For our Singapore project T-07 we even procured the
pumps for the slurry transportation system from the same
supplier. The big advantage is that there are no interfaces
between different suppliers. Thus, you can be sure, that the
different components of the tunnelling system fit together
regarding performance and communication. As a contractor
you do not have discussions with different suppliers about
the production time availability of the respective plant.
Are you using centrifuges or filter presses and why?
In recent years we have installed both systems in
combination for our Mixshield (slurry TBM) projects,
centrifuges and filter presses for the separation of the fines.
When you decide to use the one or the other you have to
consider separation capacity, environmental aspects such
as handling and discharge of the process water of the fines
separation in combination with the use of flocculants and
also the aspect to be flexible when soil conditions change.
What tips can you offer to others with respect to making
sure the treatment plant does not slow down TBM
production rates?
You must keep an eye on the overall tunnelling system,
consisting of the TBM, slurry transportation system and
slurry treatment plant. Be aware of the limiting factor in
this system which might change during project execution,
depending on the geological situation encountered. Thus,
during the planning period prepare for sufficient capacity
of the STP: power supply, number and capacity of pumps,
size of storage basins and capacity of the fines separation.
For the execution period, invest in reliable and experienced
personnel to reduce downtime, do proper maintenance and
to realize the limiting factors at a very early stage.
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